
Business Plan for the Business of Trading 
 

Introduction: Contribution and Purpose of this paper.  
 
In the world of investing and trading, there is one commodity that is always in 

abundance, that commodity is not gold, nor coffee, soy bean, or US treasury bonds. That 
commodity is: paradoxes. This paper seeks to resolve the paradoxes found in trading 
and investing by pointing out the right direction towards trading success.  

Participants of the market, often go through 3 stages before becoming successful 
traders. The first stage entails thinking that one can make “easy money” from investing. 
The novice thinks, “This is how rich people get richer, so it is how I will become rich.” 
They go around asking “Which stock should I buy now”, “What is your opinion about 
what the stock market will do?” “I own XYZ stocks, do you think it is going up, or 
should I sell it? In a state of confusion and panic, it is usual for the average person to 
want to seek guidance. Few people make money with this approach, but most lose and 
leave quickly. The remaining traders then evolves onto the next stage; he begins to ask 
“how” questions, like “what criteria should I use to enter the market in order to be right 
most of the time?” or “how should I trade to make money?” In this stage one can run 
across a vast array of conflicting advice from successful traders and reputable authors.  
 

Tom Basso, a famous and successful money manager interviewed by author Van 
Tharp stated that “I don’t limit the amount I can make in a trade. My philosophy is to let 
my profits run. If I ever find a trade that keeps going in my direction so that I never 
have to get out, great!” (Tharp, 2006) Mark Douglas; the author of another best selling 
trading book ; Trading in the Zone emphasizes the one critical attitude of a successful 
trader is “I pay myself as the market makes money available to me.” (Douglas,2000) So 
should we take profits early as they are available, or stay in for the long ride? Alexander 
Elder, author of the famous trading book Come into my trading room reminds us that 
“you must base your trades on facts and probabilities, and not on gut feel and hope.” 
(Elder,2002) But a recent, newly published book: A beginner’s guide to day trading 
online describes the author Toni Turner’s process of making trading decision “I 
absolutely trade from my gut – solar plexus if you prefer. It’s a reliable source for me, 
and I depend on it. I’ve learned to trust my instincts. After a while, you will also.” 
(Turner,2007) So do we go by the hard facts or do we trust our gut feeling? Conflicts 
and disagreements exists even amongst successful traders. The legendary trader Richard 
Dennis who turned an initial stake of several thousand dollars into a fortune of $200 
million had a debate with his equally successful partner William Eckhardt on the idea if 
trading success could be taught or was successful trading is just something you are born 
with. We only have mentioned a few conflicts that exists within the realm of technical 
trading literature, and if we expand our scope, we will begin to run into even more and 



on-going conflicts such as the validity of technical analysis versus fundamental analysis.  
As you can see there is an abundance of conflict, and the main goal of this paper is 

to present a trading methodology that has been distilled and is agreed upon by the most 
reputable sources in the market today. After the trader has finished suffering from 
dilemmas between conflicting advices, he will then come to realization of one fact. The 
fact entails the final stage of evolution for the trader, and it has to do with the trader 
mastering his own psychology. Mental mastery in trading has to do with the trader 
understanding his own emotions and biases and take precautions against these major 
pitfalls to trading success. The next step in mental master also encompasses embodying 
Positive Winning Attitude in every trade. After adopting these mindsets conducive to 
trading success the trader will understand himself at a deeper level and develop a 
trading methodology that matches his nature and qualities. This paper seeks to take the 
trader through the 3 stages of evolution and perhaps help him develop a system that is 
suitable for him. An important finding and realization upon studying many trading 
literatures is that there are many kinds of trading strategies and they maybe very 
different from one another, but at the same time, they may all be successful money 
making methods. The critical factor here is not which system is right and optimum, the 
real critical factor is for the trader to find a system that matches his personality and 
characteristics that is successful for him.  

 
This paper is at first and foremost a business plan on the business of trading that 

addresses the different aspects of trading by referencing various sources and identifying 
commonalities between the literatures with the goal of distilling the information into 
mutually reinforcing “truths” of successful trading. The market is in constant flux where 
paradoxes and contradictions are never at a shortage, which necessitates 
cross-referencing different sources to weed out conflicting and obsolete information. 
Various aspects of trading will be discussed which will form the bone structure of this 
paper, the 4 major parts are: a basic primer on the business of trading, basic technical 
analysis and market psychology, trading strategy implementation, and finally trading 
psychology.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


